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Abstract
The SARS-CoV-2 spike protein Q677P/H mutation and furin cleavage site (FCS) have been shown to affect cell tropism 
and virus transmissibility. Here, we analyzed the frequency of Q677P/H and FCS point mutations in 1,144,793 human and 
1042 animal spike protein sequences and from those of the emergent variants B.1.1.7, B.1.351, P.1, B.1.429 + B.1.427, 
and B.1.525, which were deposited in the database of the GISAID Initiative. Different genetic polymorphisms, particularly 
P681H and A688V, were detected in the FCS, mainly in human isolates, and otherwise, only pangolin and bat sequences 
had these mutations. Multiple FCS amino acid deletions such as Δ680SPRRA 684 and Δ685RSVA688 were only detected in 
eight and four human isolates, respectively. Surprisingly, deletion of the entire FCS motif as Δ680SPRRARSVA688 and 
Δ680SPRRARSVAS689 was detected only in three human isolates. On the other hand, analysis of FCS from emergent vari-
ants showed no deletions in the FCS except for spike P681del, which was detected in seven B.1.1.7 isolates from the USA. 
Spike Q677P was detected only once in variant, B.1.1.7, whereas Q677H was detected in all variants, i.e., B.1.1.7 (n = 
1938), B.1.351 (n = 28), P.1 (n = 9), B.1.429 + B.1.427 (n = 132), and B.1.525 (n = 1584). Structural modeling predicted 
that mutations or deletions at or near the FCS significantly alter the cleavage loop structure and would presumably affect 
furin binding. Taken together, our results show that Q677H and FCS point mutations are prevalent and may have various 
biological effects on the circulating variants. Therefore, we recommend urgent monitoring and surveillance of the investigated 
mutations, as well as laboratory assessment of their pathogenicity and transmissibility.

Introduction

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic is 
caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 
type 2 (SARS-CoV-2). The virus emerged in Wuhan, China, 
in December 2019 and has had a serious impact on global 
health. The World Health Organization (WHO) in early 2020 
declared COVID-19 to be a pandemic [1]. At the time of 
writing, more than 3,100,121 deaths and 124,068,643 mil-
lion confirmed positive cases in humans have been reported 
globally, making it the most contagious pandemic in the past 
decade. SARS-CoV-2 is a member of the family Corona-
viridae, subfamily Orthocoronavirinae, genus Betacoro-
navirus [33]. In 2002 and 2003, another betacoronavirus, 
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS‐CoV) 
emerged in China and spread to 29 countries worldwide, 
affecting more than 8000 people. Ten years later, Mid-
dle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS‐CoV) 
emerged in the Arabian Peninsula and spread mainly in the 
Middle East, affecting more than 2000 people [2, 3].
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SARS-CoV-2 is an enveloped, single-stranded positive-
sense RNA virus with a genome of 29,903 nucleotides that 
contains 11 open reading frames (ORFs) encoding 27 pro-
teins. ORF1ab constitutes the first two-thirds of the genome 
(21,290 nucleotides) and encodes 16 non-structural pro-
teins (nsp1–nsp16). The last third of the genome encodes 
the structural proteins (spike [S], envelope [E], matrix [M], 
and nucleocapsid [N]) and six accessory proteins (ORF3a, 
ORF6, ORF7a, ORF7b, ORF8, and ORF10) [4].

The spike (S) glycoprotein plays a pivotal role in viral 
infection and pathogenesis, and it is composed of two func-
tional subunits: S1 and S2. The S1 subunit consists of an 
N-terminal domain (NTD) and a receptor-binding domain 
(RBD), which binds to human angiotensin-converting 
enzyme 2 (ACE-2) [5, 6]. The S2 subunit contains a fusion 
peptide, heptad repeat 1 (HR1), a central helix, a connector 
domain, heptad repeat 2 (HR2), a transmembrane domain 
(TM), and a cytoplasmic domain (CD), and it mediates 
fusion of the viral envelope with the host cell membrane [7, 
8]. At the boundary between the S1 and S2 subunits, there 
is a furin cleavage site (FCS) containing multiple basic resi-
dues [8–11] that are not found in SARS-CoV-related coro-
naviruses but are present in the human coronaviruses OC43, 
HKU1, and MERS-CoV [12]. Cleavage of the S protein by 
the cellular protease furin, which is ubiquitously expressed 
in multiple organs and tissues in humans, mediates the entry 
of SARS-CoV-2 into host cells and expands the tropism of 
the virus [8].

Like other coronaviruses and RNA viruses, SARS-CoV-2 
quickly acquires new mutations, leading to the emergence 
of new SARS-CoV-2 variants [12–14]. Recently, the SARS-
CoV-2 variants B.1.1.7, B.1.351, and B.1.1.207 emerged 
independently in the United Kingdom, South Africa, and 
Nigeria, respectively [15]. Mutations in the S glycoprotein 
can alter the efficiency of binding to the ACE-2 receptor 
and viral fitness. The D614G mutation is thought to increase 
virus transmissibility [16, 17], while the N501Y mutation 
has also been implicated in the rapid spread of SARS-CoV-2 
[15, 18]. Additionally, some mutations may enable immune 
evasion and reduce vaccine efficacy [19]. Moreover, muta-
tions in or close to the FCS, such as Q677P/H, are com-
mon in the course of coronaviruses evolution and adapta-
tion, particularly when the virus adapts to a different host. 
Interestingly, up to April 2020, the FCS region of the 122 
SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences available in the GISAID 
Initiative database were strictly conserved [8]. However, 
in June 2020, a total of 103 out of 45,828 SARS-CoV-2 
genome sequences had mutations in the FCS [20]. There-
fore, to understand the pathogenicity of SARS-CoV-2, it is 
important to characterize these mutations and investigate 
their potential impact on virus tropism and transmissibility. 
Here, we analyzed the evolutionary patterns of Q677P/H and 
FCS amino acids residues (amino acid positions 680-689) 

from all animal and human variants and five major emergent 
variants for which whole-genome SARS-CoV-2 sequences 
had been deposited in the GISAID Initiative database since 
the start of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Materials and methods

Frequency of spike Q677P/Q677H and FCS 
mutations

Human and animal isolates

Data on the spread of mutants containing amino acid (aa) 
changes at positions 680-689 in the FCS of SARS-CoV-2 
were collected as described previously [21]. All human and 
animal SARS-CoV-2 sequences that were deposited at the 
GISAID Initiative (https:// www. gisaid. org/ help/ search/) dur-
ing the period of January 10, 2020 to April 18, 2021 were 
analyzed. The search for each FCS mutation in human and 
animal SARS-COV-2 isolates was done separately using 
the GISAID Initiative default search criteria, including the 
name of the mutation (e.g., Spike_P681H in section Variant/
Subs) and the host name, e.g., Human and/or Neovison vison 
and Mustela lutreola for mink). The GISAID Initiative was 
selected for data collection, as it is the only database with 
all up-to-date sequences from different animal species and 
humans from every country. Some reference strains (Wuhan-
Hu-1, Bat-RaTG13, and Bat-HKU9-1) were downloaded 
from the NCBI database for comparison. In addition, data 
on multiple FCS motif mutations, particularly those with 
a high frequency in human isolates worldwide, were also 
investigated.

Emergent variants

Major emergent variants of SARS-CoV-2, including B.1.1.7 
(n = 353,925), B.1.351 (n = 9,271), P.1 (n = 3,546), B.1.429 
+ B.1.427 (n = 27,757), and B.1.525 (n = 1,604), with 
sequences available in the GISAID Initiative database were 
analyzed for single and multiple deletions. Moreover, the 
spike mutations Q677H and Q677P were also analyzed in 
the five variants.

Structural modeling of the S protein

Following the GISAID Initiative workflow, multiple 
amino acid sequences of selected human and animal 
SARS-CoV-2 strains were aligned. The aligned region 
consisted of 1273 aa, including the signal peptide (SP), 
NTD, RBD, and RBM of the S1 subunit and the fusion 
peptide (FP), HR1, HR2, TM, and CD of the S2 subu-
nit. To better understand the structural effects of FCS 

https://www.gisaid.org/help/search/
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variations, a previously published and validated model of 
the full-length S glycoprotein that was refined and mod-
eled based on a cryo-EM structure was selected from 
the Swiss-Model repository [P0DTC2 -SPIKE_SARS 
COV 2; 7DK6 "S-2H2-F2 structure, two RBDs are up 
and one RBD is down, each up RBD binds with a 2H2 
Fab."] (https:// swiss model. expasy. org/ repos itory/ unipr 
ot/ P0DTC2). Furthermore, the structure of the FCS 
region (aa positions 541-788) was modeled using the 
aa sequences of a human strain (NC_045512.2 SARS 
CoV2- isolate Wuhan-Hu-1) and three animal strains 
from pangolin and bat (EPI_ISL_410721, hCoV-19-like/
pangolin/Guangdong/1/2019; ABN10911.1, bat corona-
virus HKU9-1; QHR63300.2, bat coronavirus RaTG13). 
Strains with other mutations at or near the FCS (position 
681 and 677) were also used for modeling. Models were 
generated using the online Swiss-Model tools (https:// 
swiss model. expasy. org/ inter active/ 58Ub4Q/ models/). The 
models were viewed and decorated using the DeepView 
software incorporated in the Swiss-Model package.

Results

Frequency and tracing of spike FCS mutations 
and Q677P/Q677H

Human and animal isolates

Non-synonymous mutations, including substitutions and/
or deletions, in the spike FCS motif (aa position 680-689) 
of human isolates (n = 1,144,793) and animal isolates 
(n = 1042) of SARS-CoV-2 with sequences available in 
the GISAID Initiative database were investigated. Inter-
estingly, the recently detected P681H substitution was 
the most prevalent FCS mutation, detected in 395,711 
human isolates worldwide (Fig. 1). Furthermore, P681H 
was detected in isolates from different animal species, 
including dog (n = 3), cat (n = 2) monkey (n = 2), lion 
(n = 1), tiger (n = 1), and leopard (n = 1), and was found 
in environmental samples (n = 167) (Table 1). A688V 
was the second-most prevalent FCS mutation among 
human isolates (n = 3273), with wide geographic dis-
tribution (Fig. 1), whereas it was detected only once in 

Fig. 1  World map shows geographic spread of highly prevalent FCS mutations that were detected in SARS-CoV-2 human isolates. The map was 
created with BioRender.com.

https://swissmodel.expasy.org/repository/uniprot/P0DTC2
https://swissmodel.expasy.org/repository/uniprot/P0DTC2
https://swissmodel.expasy.org/interactive/58Ub4Q/models/
https://swissmodel.expasy.org/interactive/58Ub4Q/models/
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an environmental sample and was not detected in animal 
isolates (Table 1). Other genetic polymorphisms, S680F, 
S680P, P681L, P681R, P681S, A684V, A684T, V687I, 
A688S, and S689I, were found in isolates 298, 14, 443, 
3,023, 71, 684, 112, 265, 308, and 619, respectively, from 
humans, with wide geographic distribution (Fig. 1).

Major FCS mutations in animal isolates were mainly 
detected in pangolins and bats, whereas very few mutations 
were detected in other animal species, such as A684S, which 
was detected once in a Danish mink isolate. On the other 
hand, 13 FCS mutations, namely, S680P, S680F, P681H, 
P681R, P681S, P681L, R682W, A684T, A684V, V687I, 

Table 1  Frequency of critical 
SARS-CoV-2 S mutations and 
deletions in the FCS

*The covered mutations are located at amino acid positions 680-688 of the spike protein.

S mutation Human isolates Animal isolates

S680P* 14 0.0
S680del 14 2 from pangolins (China)

1 from a bat (China)
S680F 298 2 from pangolins (China)
P681H 395,711 Dog (n = 3), cat (n = 2), monkey (n = 2), lion (n = 

1), tiger (n = 1), leopard (n = 1) , environment (n 
= 167)

P681R 3,023 0.0
P681S 71 0.0
P681L 443 Cat (n = 1)
P681del 21 22 (18 from pangolins, 4 from bats)
R682G 2 0.0
R682Q 11 0.0
R682W 20 0.0
R682del 12 23 (18 from pangolins, 5 from bats)
R683G 1 0.0
R683P 2 0.0
R683del 8 22 (18 from pangolins, 4 from bats)
A684E 3 0.0
A684S 75 1 from mink (Denmark)
A684T 112 0.0
A684V 684 0.0
A684del 10 17 (14 from pangolins, 3 from bats)
S686R 6 1 from bat China
S686del 7 0.0
V687I 265 0.0
V687del 4 0.0
A688S 308 12 from pangolins, bat (n =1), environment (n = 2)
A688V 3273 Environment (n = 1)
A688del 4 0.0
S689I 619 Environment (n = 2)
Δ680SP681 8 4
Δ682RR683 8 18
Δ 680SPR682 8 4
Δ680SPRR683 8 4
Δ668 A R685 8 0.0
Δ684 AdRS686 8 0.0
Δ 687VA688 4 0.0
Δ 687 VAS689 1 0.0
Δ 680SPRRA 684 8 0.0
Δ 685RSVA688 4 0.0
Δ 680SPRRARSVA688 3 0.0
Δ680SPRRARSVAS689 3 0.0
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A688S, A688V, and S689I, among over 1,144,793 human 
isolates had a high frequency, with wide geographic distri-
bution (Fig. 1). In addition, deletions (Δ) at different posi-
tions in the FCS motif were also detected in both human 
and animal SARS-CoV-2 isolates, such as ΔS680, which 
was detected in eight human isolates from the USA, Europe, 
Asia, and Australia, whereas it was only detected in pan-
golin isolates (n = 4) and bat isolates (n = 1) from China. 
The ΔP681, ΔR682, ΔR683del, and ΔA684 deletions were 
also detected in human isolates (n = 8) from the same geo-
graphic locations (Fig. 1), whereas four of these deletions 
were detected in animal isolates (Table 1). Interestingly, 
Q677P and Q677H have not been detected in animal iso-
lates, whereas Q677H has been detected twice in environ-
mental samples (USA and Europe).

Emergent variants

Single and/or multiple deletions in the FCS of major cur-
rently circulating SARS-CoV-2 variants, including B.1.1.7 
(n = 353,925), B.1.351 (n = 9,271), P.1 (n = 3,546), B.1.429 
+ B.1.427 (n = 27,757), and B.1.525 (n = 1,604), were ana-
lyzed. ΔP681 was detected in seven B.1.1.7 isolates from 
the USA, whereas no FCS deletions were detected in other 

variants. Q677P was detected once in an isolate of vari-
ant B.1.1.7, whereas mutation Q677H was detected in all 
variants: B.1.1.7 (n = 1938), B.1.351 (n = 28), P.1 (n = 9), 
B.1.429 + B.1.427 (n = 132), and B.1.525 (n = 1584).

Conformational changes in the cleavage loop due 
to mutations and deletions

A diagram of the functional organization of the S protein and 
its FCS region is shown in Fig. 2. Different regions in the 
FCS, particularly F1, located between the S1 and S2 domains 
of the spike protein, are highlighted in a separate box showing 
the positions of FCS mutations in SARS-CoV-2 strains from 
humans and animals (Fig. 2, Table 1). Structural models were 
made to examine the effects of a few selected F1 FCS muta-
tions and nearby polymorphisms (Q677P/H) in human and 
animal strains (Fig. 3). Furin binding occurs in a clamp-like 
manner, where it clips to the cleavage site of the S glycopro-
tein. The overall complex structure shows the S glycoprotein 
homotrimer with the middle or equatorial S1/S2 region at the 
adjacent side of the spike trimer (Fig. 3A). The F1 FCS region 
(aa 541-788) with different mutations at positions Q681-P/
H/R and Q677-P/H detected in human SARS-CoV-2 strains, 
including the emergent variant strains described above as well 

Fig. 2  A) Genomic sketch of spike protein (1-1273aa) with high-
lighted close view of FCS region (aa position 541-788) and the 
reported mutations at FCS (680-689; red color) detected in sequences 
of both human and animal isolates/strains available at GISAID data-

base. B) Polymorphisms in the FCS of the SARS-CoV-2 spike glyco-
protein. The colored sequences indicate mutations in the FCS. Green 
colored sequences indicating the sequence of the FCS of the reference 
SARS-CoV-2 virus.
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as an environmental sample (GISAID ID EPI_ISL_1036658), 
showed an extended loop structure with a different confor-
mation (Fig. 3B1 and B2). In addition, aa deletions near or 
within the FCS found in U.S. variant B1.1.7 strains (Δ681P), 
pangolin strains (Δ680SPRRARSVAS689), and two bat strains 
(RaTG13:Δ681PRRA 684/HUK9-1:666IATANADSL674) 
changed its structural conformation, resulting in an altered 
loop structure (Fig. 3C). These models of different FCS vari-
ants reveal that mutations affect the depth, shape, and charge 
of the FCS, which may have a biological and clinical impact. 

Moreover, the docking structure reveals that SARS-CoV-2 
spike glycoprotein aa residues N657−Q690 are the key resi-
dues interacting with furin protease. 

Discussion

The FCS (680SPRRARSVAS689) in the S glycoprotein is 
important for the pathogenesis and evolution of SARS-
CoV-2, and changes in this region might enable immune 

Fig. 3  QMEAN and cartoon 
representation of crystal 
structure of Furin cleaved 
SARS-CoV-2 spike glycopro-
tein homotrimer as unbound or 
closed conformation. A Full-
length spike protein with S1/
S2 conformation. B Cleavage 
loop (FCS) variations due to 
mutation at position 681-P/H/R 
found in human strains. C Dif-
ferences in tertiary structure of 
the FCS loop (magnified within 
the box) due to polymorphisms 
in animal strains
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evasion and reduce vaccine efficacy. Therefore, analysis 
of the novel FCS mutations in sequenced SARS-CoV-2 
genomes and emergent variants is urgently needed for study-
ing their potential impact on the virulence and pathogenesis. 
In the present study, SARS-CoV-2 S protein sequences from 
human, animal, and emergent variants that were deposited 
in the GISAID Initiative database from January 10, 2020 to 
April 18, 2021 were analyzed to assess the ongoing molecu-
lar evolution of the virus.

Most of SARS-CoV-2 sequences isolated from humans 
and animals have the polybasic motif 682RRAR 685 in the 
FCS. This polybasic motif has been shown to broaden cell 
tropism, increase virus transmissibility, and promote effi-
cient virus entry into host cells [6, 22, 23]. Cleavage of the 
S glycoprotein into the S1 and S2 subunits is mediated by 
host proteases, such as furin, which is widely expressed in 
a variety of organs and tissues, including brain, liver, pan-
creas, and epithelial cells of the respiratory, gastrointestinal, 
and reproductive tracts [24, 25]. Initial analysis of the FCS 
region of the available SARS-CoV-2 sequences revealed 
the presence of naturally occurring polymorphisms, four of 
which were deletions, including single, double, and multiple 
aa deletions (Fig. 1 and Table 1).

Deep analysis of SARS-CoV-2 S protein sequences 
revealed multiple substitutions, including S680P/F, P681H/
R/S/L, R682G/Q/W, R683G/P, A684E/S/T/V, S686R, 
V687I, and A688S/V (Table 1). In June 2020, 103 out of 
45,828 SARS-CoV-2 sequences contained mutations in the 
FCS, including 18 unique non-synonymous point mutations, 
one deletion, and six insertions of a premature stop codon 
[20]. We did not find any point mutations at Arg685, which 
is in accordance with a previous report [20]. In addition, 
seven single deletions (ΔS680, ΔP681, ΔR682, ΔR683, 
ΔA684, ΔS686, ΔV687, and ΔA688) were also found in 
the FCS of SARS-CoV-2 isolated from humans and animals. 
It is expected that mutations around Arg685 and Ser686 may 
affect the recognition of the cleavage site [20]. Although 
the P681H mutation was the most prevalent FCS mutation 
in human SARS-CoV-2 isolates, it was also detected in dif-
ferent animal species, including dog (n = 3), cat (n = 2), 
monkey (n = 2), lion (n = 1), tiger (n = 1), and leopard 
(n = 1), as well as in environmental samples (n = 167), 
indicating that this mutation may have an impact on virus 
transmissibility and fitness. Moreover, this mutation is also 
a characteristic of the newly emerged SARS-CoV-2 variants 
[26], which are defined by multiple mutations in the S gly-
coprotein (Δ69-70, Δ144, N501Y, A570D, D614G, P681H, 
T716I, S982A, and D1118H). Although no accumulated 
mutations were detected in the FCS of the sequences ana-
lyzed, different polymorphisms in the FCS due to double or 
multiple mutations were detected in SARS-CoV-2 sequences 
isolated from animals and humans, with wide geographic 
distribution (Fig. 1).

It has been shown that the FCS mutant Δ681PRRA684 
has faster replication kinetics but reduced overall replication 
efficiency in a human respiratory cell line, and it is attenu-
ated in both hamster and K18-hACE2 transgenic mouse 
models of SARS-CoV-2 pathogenesis when compared with 
the parental SARS-CoV-2 [27]. Interestingly, we found that 
the Δ680SP681, Δ682RR683, Δ680SPR682, and Δ680SPRR683 
deletions were detected in eight SARS-CoV-2 sequences out 
of 1,144,793 whole-genome sequence from humans. How-
ever, Δ680SP681 and Δ682RR683 were detected in pangolin 
isolates, while Δ680SPR682 and Δ680SPRR683 were found in 
bat isolates. In addition, the natural Δ680SPRRARSVAS689, 
Δ680SPRRARSVA688, Δ685RSVA688, and Δ680SPRRA 684 
deletions were detected only in SARS-CoV-2 sequences 
from humans.

Furin is a well-studied and essential serine protease with a 
minimum target sequence of Arg(R)-X-X-Arg (R). It is nec-
essary for infection by some influenza virus and coronavirus 
strains [28, 29]. Furin cleavage is a critical initial step in the 
entry of SARS-CoV-2 virus into susceptible cells. Changes 
in the furin recognition site can affect the pathogenicity of 
the virus, and previous studies have demonstrated their effect 
on SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV pathogenesis [28, 30]. Three 
FCSs have been identified in SARS-CoV-2 (F1-3). Cleavage 
at F1 converts the S protein precursor to the S1 and S2 subu-
nits and facilitates virus-cell fusion. Cleavage at F2 modifies 
the S2 subunit and participates in the pathogenicity of the 
virus after cell entry. F3 functions through the NTD and pro-
motes adhesion between the virus and the cell surface [31]. 
Biophysical analysis has shown that interactions between the 
viral spike glycoprotein and furin protease are mediated by 
multiple hydrogen bonds. The cleavage loop inserts into the 
canyon-like substrate-binding pocket of furin protease, and 
this determines the orientation of binding of the enzyme to 
the spike glycoprotein [32]. Our modeling results suggest 
that the mutations 681P/H/R and 677P/H result in confor-
mational changes in the cleavage loop (Fig. 3). In addition, 
significant structural deviations were observed due to mul-
tiple deletions in FCS (Δ666IATANADSL674; Δ681PRRA 684; 
Δ680SPRRARSVAS689) detected from animal isolates, which 
would be expected to affect the interaction of furin with the 
S protein.

The insertion of multiple amino acids can result in 
changes in host specificity and pathogenic potential. There-
fore, FCS polymorphisms may play an important role in 
SARS CoV-2 evolution. We attempted to establish a timeline 
of the origins of FCS mutations by tracing the emergence 
of mutations in sequenced genomes. However, we observed 
a slight increase in the frequency of some randomly chosen 
mutations (S680F, P681S, A684T, and V687I), particu-
larly during the period of October 2020 to January 2021 
compared to other time periods in 2020 (Fig. 2). In addi-
tion, aa substitutions at different FCS positions from human 
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SARS-CoV-2 isolates were not consistent over the time 
period of January 2020 to January 2021. This inconsistency 
might be due to variations in sequencing activity in different 
countries and in the number of genomic sequences submitted 
to the GISAID Initiative, particularly in the first two quarters 
of 2020. However, this point needs further investigation.

In conclusion, several genetic polymorphisms were 
detected in the FCS of SARS-CoV-2 isolated from humans 
and animals that were due to point mutations or deletions. 
Structural modeling revealed differences in the predicted 
three-dimensional structure of the cleavage loop both in 
human and animal strains that might affect the interaction 
of furin with the spike protein. The rapid ongoing molecu-
lar evolution of SARS-CoV-2 highlights the urgent need to 
assess the impact of these mutations on pathogenicity and 
transmissibility.
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